Our Facilities (UK)

Location
• Prince Charles’s Duchy of Cornwall Estate
• 900 acres of quiet valley
• 9 miles from the City of Hereford, England

Home Cottage
• Character cottage
• Secluded setting
• Large Boardroom
• 20 student capacity

Vehicle Bay
• Practical space
• Vehicle hoist
• Training equipment
• Hand tools

Walled Garden
• Large flat lawn and concrete area
• Stable block, for demonstration & mock up purposes
Our Facilities (UK)
Our Facilities (NL)
Technical Products

Tracking & Locating

Satellite/GSM Communication Intercept

Technical Triggers

CMOE

Covert Video

Installation Equipment

CTR/DTR Equipment

Data Forensics / Cyber

Covert Audio
Audio Installation
Specialized Kits

- Bespoke Side Cable Camera Cutting Kit
- Bespoke Rear Cable Camera Cutting Kit
- COSE ST Installation Kit
- COSE DL/LT Installation Kit
- FA Lens Cutter Kit
- AP Lens Cutter Kit
TRAINING
Providence Courses

**CLOSE TARGET RECONNAISSANCE**

**COURSE SUMMARY**

Close Target Reconnaissance (CTR)

- Rural & urban CTR training available
- Realistic rural and urban targets used for training exercises
- Courses include rural and urban conduct on target training
- Courses also include mission planning, covert drop offs, low light photography etc.

**DURATION:** 10 DAYS

**COVERT SURVEILLANCE**

**COURSE SUMMARY**

Covert Surveillance

- No previous experience necessary. Level 1, 2 and 3 surveillance courses available
- Mobile navigation training and use of different maps
- 3rd party awareness and awareness of dress and mannerisms
- Covert communications and voice procedure

**DURATION:** 10 DAYS
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**COVERT INSTALLATION TRAINING**

**COURSE SUMMARY**

- Covert Installation Training
  - Level 1, 2 and 3 training courses available
  - Covert rural audio and video deployment
  - Covert urban rural and video deployment techniques
  - Installation of specialist camera solutions e.g. Clareysys, Covidence

**DURATION: 5 DAYS**

**TAG TRACK AND LOCATE**

**COURSE SUMMARY**

- Tag Track and Locate
  - Learn advantages and disadvantages of various tracking systems
  - Covert relocation of an asset
  - Deployment techniques of various beacons
  - Covert relocation exercises on foot in public spaces

**DURATION: 5 DAYS**
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**Mimicry and Concealment**

- Level 1, 2 and 3 training courses
- Create a range of realistic looking rapid moulds
- Create realistic hides designed specifically for your equipment
- Learn a multitude of different finishing techniques

**COURSE SUMMARY**

**DURATION:** 5 DAYS

---

**Covert Method of Entry**

- No previous experience necessary
- Basic - Intermediate course available
- Advanced course available
- Courses include tactical deployment exercises in both rural and urban environments

**COURSE SUMMARY**

**DURATION:** 10 DAYS
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**Technicians Course**
- Transmission and bearer fundamentals
- Power management and electronic principles
- Cables and connectors
- Digital signature and antenna theory

**Course Summary**

**Commercial Off The Shelf – COTS**
- Create powerful technical assets from commercially available products bought in theatre
- No previous technical experience required
- Learn how to build a range of bespoke fit for purpose technical projects
- COTS deployment exercises available (10 day only)

**Duration:** 5 – 10 Days
Black Catalog

RESTRICTED
Introduction

‘Providence supply a range of Covert Method Of Entry courses to enhance capability & promote development’

- Delivered by seasoned specialists
- Advice on capability development
- Live targets in controlled environments
- 3 levels of CMOE training available / Including vehicle CMOE
- Bespoke course options
TAC- BREACHING
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TAC- PRODUCTS
• Hostile Close Protection Training
• Counter Terrorism Training
• Maritime Counter Terrorism
• CT Commanders
• Multi Room Combat
• Entry Points (MOE)
• Explosive Method of Entry (EMOE)
• Stronghold Assault and Interdiction
• SF Medical, Trauma Training
• Covert Intelligence Training
Questions?

www.providenceitf.com / info@providenceitf.com